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Legend has it that, one evening, an old Cherokee told his grandson about a battle
that goes on inside people. He said, "My son, the battle is between two wolves
inside us all. One is life-taking. It is anger, envy, jealousy, sorrow, regret, greed,
arrogance, self-pity, guilt, resentment, inferiority, lies, false pride, superiority,
and ego. The other is life giving. It is joy, peace, love, hope, serenity, humility,
kindness, benevolence, empathy, generosity, truth, compassion, and faith."
The grandson thought about it for a minute and then asked his grandfather,
W c
?
T

dC

d, "T

d.
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Introduction to Step 4
Step 4 is no picnic.
The Cherokee parable should orient you to the fact that for most of your life you have
been feeding the wrong wolf.
To begin, consider Step 4 from the point of view of the Addiction Shame Cycle.
Triggers are the first stage of the cycle. Triggers can be Persons, Places, Circumstances,
and/or Emotions. These factors have one thing in common: their memory or presence is
painful to us. This includes joy, happiness, elation, and success which paradoxically
cause us pain by eliciting feelings of unworthiness, shame, and fear of failure or of being
frauds.
It is our Triggers that drive our addiction. They are the engine, the nuclear power plant
that drives our unwanted, destructive behavior.
The Excel workbooks used to work Step 4 consists of several spreadsheets, one each for
Resentments, General Hurts, Sexual Hurts, Fear, Shame, Guilt, and Virtues, or some
variation of these.
Taking a moral inventory of our Resentments, General Hurts, Sexual Hurts, Fear, Shame,
and Guilt is simply another way of thinking about the People, Places, Circumstances and
Emotions that trigger our acting out.
However, done correctly, a moral inventory does more than identify and describe our
resentments, general hurts, sexual hurts, fear, shame and guilt. It allows us to see clearly
our part in their continued presence in our lives as destructive triggers. Fearlessness and
rigorous honesty allow us to own that we actively preserve and perpetuate these hurtful
experiences. We keep these memories alive because we want to not because we have to.
Admitting that we keep resentments and hurts alive in our psyche gives us a new choice:
We can let them go and end their influence. We have the option to revisit the past and
reinterpret what happened with eyes that are less judgmental and a forgiving spirit that is
more understanding.
As we consider those painful events with sober eyes, we see something new. We will
detect repeating patterns. In our madness we did the same thing over and over, despite the
cost, always hoping for a different outcome.
Comprehending that our behavior followed a pattern(s) allows us to understand ourselves
- and some of those who hurt us - not as free agents bent on willful destruction but as
captives in a shared tragedy. We simply did not know a better way to be.
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It is hard to see it before working Step 4 but the truth is that even in the middle of our
worst acting out, we were doing the very best we could using the flawed tools that
had worked before. Embracing this truth will lead inextricably to compassion for
ourselves and others.
Compassion calls us to forgive and forgiveness is the threshold to healing.
Once we heal we will not regret the past nor wish to shut the door on it.
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What Is Step 4?
Write Step 4 from memory:
________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
If you have not committed it to memory, stop now. Memorize it.
It makes no sense for you to try to work a Step if you do not know what it says.
This is no time for half-measures.
Remember what is at stake.
Find someone in the class to help you memorize it. This should take all of five (5)
minutes.
Write Step 4 from memory
________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
Continue when you have it memorized.
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What Is Step 4 Asking?
To be effective, this manual must be used in combination with dedicated reading of
recovery literature. If you have not already done so, take a moment to read Step 4 in the
SAA Green Book, the AA Big Book, and the Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions of AA
(usually referred to as the Twelve and Twelve) several times beforehand.
Write Step 4:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Draw a circle around the words you think are the most important in Step 4. Be prepared
to discuss why you select them. What in this Step will you find the most difficult or
challenging? Why? Discuss this with someone in the class.
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Keeping the words you circled in mind, what is the Step asking you to do? Please write
this out.
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Discuss this in class.
Let us return to the 6 Steps website I referenced previously and learn a little more about
the evolution and original purpose of Step 4. To keep things interesting this time we look
at another version of the early 6 Step Program.
http://hindsfoot.org/steps6.html
This quote comes from the website:
Another version of the six steps appears in the pamphlet "Three Talks to Medical
Societies by Bill W., Co-Founder of Alcoholics Anonymous," page 8 (this was a
presentation given by Bill in April 1958 to the New York City Medical Society on
Alcoholism). In describing the visit made by Ebby T to his home, Bill wrote,
Next Ebby enumerated the principles he had learned from the Oxford Group. In
substance here they are as my friend applied them to himself in 1934:
1. Ebby admitted that he was powerless to manage his own life.
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2. He became honest with hi elf a e e bef e; ade a e a i a i
f c cie ce.
3. He made a rigorous confession of his personal defects and thus quit living
alone with his problems.
4. He surveyed his distorted relations with other people, visiting them to
make what amends he could.
5. He resolved to devote himself to helping others in need, without the usual
demands for personal prestige or material gain.
6. By meditation, he sought God's direction for his life and the help to
practice these principles of conduct at all times.
The connection between Step 2 in this early version and our modern Step 4 is clear. Then
as now, the Program challenges us to be honest with ourselves as never before, fearlessly
examining our conscience in order to confess our defects of character.
The founders of AA did not say it directly but they clearly understood the trigger role
played by our shortcomings and actively sought to nullify and remove them.
Yes, Step 4 is no picnic but you have prepared for it. In the previous three Steps you used
and assimilated into your new nature several spiritual principles. You will call on all of
them now.
Admit we need to do this (Surrender.)
Be open-minded enough to try something new.
A willingness to do the work.
Have courage to face the past.
Maintain a commitment to honesty.
Have faith in our HP, our fellowship and ourselves.
Trust in the power of love to heal.
Practice humility.
Hope.
With these you have all you need.
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What Does a Good Step 4 Look Like?
The primary principle we invoke in Step 4 is Courage.
Traditionally, Step 4 is worked using a modified AA workbook in Excel format.
You can find any number of them by Googling the phrase Step 4 workbook.
Each Excel 4th Step workbook comes with clear instructions which must be honored if
the work is to yield meaningful results.
The most important of the instructions is that the columns be completed one at a time
starting at the top and proceeding downwards until that column is complete before
moving on to the next column. Doing so allows you to make faster progress.
Read the SAA Green Book and the AA Twelve and Twelve discussion of Step 4 several
times. Additionally, do your best to listen to those involved in working Step 4 in the
class. Let their experience inform you.
Do NOT attempt to work this Step alone. That would be foolhardy.

Fourth Step Prayer
Dear God,
It is I who has made my life a mess.
I have done it, but I cannot undo it.
My mistakes are mine and
I will begin a searching and fearless moral inventory.
I will write down my wrongs
But I will also include that which is good.
I pray for the strength to complete the task.
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Different Ways to Work Step 4
We present three related approaches to working Step 4 but only discuss the Triangle Area
SAA version in-depth.
One approach is the set of Excel worksheets attributed to a famous AA speaker, Dallas
B., known for his workshops. You can find them here: http://step12.com/step-4.html.
Another popular approach is the highly variable four-column table version found in many
AA websites and which represent a somewhat literal interpretation of the AA Big Book's
instructions. Here are two sample sites: http://our12steps.com/4th-step-inventory-guide/
and http://www.sober.org/Step4.html.
Using Seven Deadly Sins as Categories of Defects of Character
A few 4th Step workbooks use the Seven Mortal Sins as column headers to catalogue the
defects of character. Others use more generalized header descriptions such as Being
Judgmental.
There are Seven Deadly Sins. There are, however, a great many generalized character
defects, (procrastination, thoughtlessness, insensitivity, etc.) From a design perspective, it
is far easier to create an Excel spreadsheet with seven columns of defects of character
than a long list of more generalized shortcomings.
The Triangle Area SAA version of the 4th Step used at this Retreat employs the Seven
Deadly Sins categories for that reason.
Using the Seven Deadly Sins is not meant as a slight to atheist or agnostics nor is its
inclusion some subtle argument meant to advance religion.
Rather, we think believers, doubters and non-believers alike would agree that Sloth,
Anger, Lust, Greed, Envy, Gluttony, and Pride are destructive by their very nature and
that all human beings should strive to free themselves from their toxic influence.
It may be easier to identify promiscuity as a defect than to name the Deadly Sin(s) at its
root. To make using the Triangle Area SAA version of the 4th Step easier, we include on
the following page a list of character defects that are tied back to the one or more of the
Seven Deadly Sins, i.e., Promiscuity (L,Gl,S) Lust, Gluttony, Sloth.
Similarly, we include a list of Positive Character Attributes associated with one or more
of the Seven Virtues to help with that worksheet.
What defect goes with what sin and what attribute goes with what virtue on the following
pages are our associations. They are typed on a page, not set in stone, and you are free to
discuss and reassign them with the help of a facilitator or sponsor.
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List of Step 4 Character Defects
Abrasiveness P
Aggression A
Aloofness P
Anger
Apathy S
Argumentativeness PA
Arrogance P
Attention-seeking PLGl
Bigotry PA
Belligerent PA
Bitter PAEGr
Bossy PA
Braggart PAGl
Careless S
Cold-hearted PA
Complainer GlP
Compulsive LGl
Critical PAE
Cruelty PA
Deceitful PGr
Defensiveness P
Denial PS
Dependent S
Depression S
Detached P
Discrimination PA
Dishonesty PSGr
Disorganized S
Distant P
Distrustful PA
Dominating PLA
Dramatic PGl
Egocentric PGlGr

PRIDE - P

Enviousness E
Evasiveness PS
Fear S
Flightiness S
Forgetfulness S
Gluttony
Gossiping PLGl
Grandiose PL
Greed
Guilty Conscience PA
Hate PASE
Head-strong P
Hostile PA
Humorless SGr
Immature PAS
Impatience PA
Impulsive PSL
In-authenticity PLGl
Inconsiderate PGlL
Inconsistent S
Indecisive S
Indulgent LES
Inhibited SGl
Insecure S
Insensitive AS
Intolerant PAE
Irritable A
Isolationism PS
Jealousy PE
Laziness SP
Lust
Lying PLGl
Manipulative PGr

SLOTH S
GREED - Gr

Materialism - PEL
Negative Thinking S
Neglect – PS
Obsessed - SELGl
Opinionated - PALGl
Over-cautious S
Overly-emotional SGl
Passivity S
Perfectionism PLEGl
Perversion ALL
Pessimism PS
Preoccupation S
Pride
Procrastination PS
Promiscuity LGlS
Prudish P
Quarrelsome PA
Rageful PA
Rebellious PA
Reckless PAGl
Resentful PAE
Rudeness PAL
Rueful PSGl
Sarcasm PASGl
Secretive PGl
Self-centered PAGlL
Self-condemnation PAS
Self-doubting PAS
Self-hating PASGl
Self-importance PASGlL
Selfishness PASGl
Self-justification PAS
Self-pity PS

ENVY
GLUTTONY
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Self-seeking PAGl
Short-tempered PAS
Snobbery PAEGl
Stinginess Gl
Stubbornness PA
Submissive PAS
Superficial P
Thin-skinned PA
Thoughtless PAS
Tight Gl
Timid S
Undependable PSGl
Undisciplined PAS
Unemotional PA
Unfriendly PAS
Unrealistic PAGl
Unromantic PE
Unscrupulous PASGlL
Un stable S
Vague S
Vanity PGl
Vindictive PASGl
Vulgar LGlS
White-knuckled PASGl
Withdrawn AS
Workaholic PASGl

ANGER - A
LUST - L
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REVIEW OF RESENTMENTS
HOW TO COMPLETE THE WORKSHEET
COLUMN 1 - List the people, institutions or principles with whom we are angry. Ignore
Columns 2, 3, or 4 until Column 1 is complete.
COLUMN 2 - We describe why we are angry. When did it start? How did it happen? Do
nothing with Column 3 or 4 until Column 2 is complete.
COLUMN 3 - Here we say how we were harmed. What dimension of our personality was
affected? Finish Column 3 before moving on to Column 4.
COLUMN 4 - Putting out of our minds the wrongs done to us, we resolutely look for our
own mistakes. Although the situation may not have been entirely our fault, we try to
disregard entirely the role the other agent (person, institution, or principle) played. Where
were we to blame? The inventor is ours, not the other agent s
Reading left to right we now see our resentment (Column 1), why we are angry (Column
2) the part of us that was hurt or threatened (Column 3) and the exact nature of the
shortcomings that prevent us from letting go of this resentment. Refer to the List of
Character Defects for a fuller list of shortcomings.
Here are some helpful hints:
Before doing any of the worksheets, read the instructions for all of them. This will
help you differentiate the topics and help you focus each worksheet.
We are all different. You might fill up a worksheet and need several extra sheets or
you might not. Just be thorough.
It is easy to get mired in the discomfort of working the first parts of Step 4. Some find
it easier, more balanced, and more efficient to complete a row or two of virtues after
every 30 minutes or so of working on the other worksheets.
The goal of Step 4 is a new freedom. It is not to punish yourself, nor to create an
unbalanced and overly negative picture of yourself. For many of us, this tendency to
focus on the negative and use self-criticism as a form of self-harm has been with us
for decades. The goals of this Step are much healthier, kinder, and useful.
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REVIEW OF GENERAL HURTS
HOW TO COMPLETE THIS WORKSHEET
This worksheet covers non-sexual hurts we have committed. General Hurts done to us go
under Resentments. Sexual hurts done to us go in Sexual Hurts.
COLUMN 1 - List people we harmed. DO NOT INCLUDE SEXUAL ACTING OUT.
Ignore Columns 2, 3, or 4 until Column 1 is complete.
COLUMN 2 - We describe in general terms what we did. Do nothing with Column 3 or
4 until Column 2 is complete.
COLUMN 3 - Here we examine what part of our character failed us. What dimension of
our personality is defective? Finish Column 3 before moving on to Column 4.
COLUMN 4 - Here we stop making excuses. We own what we did, and why we did it.
To clean our spiritual house we must first see ourselves exactly as we are.
Reading left to right we now see the people we have harmed (Column 1), why we harmed
them (Column 2), the part of us that caused the harm (Column 3), and the exact nature of
our character defects that lead to us doing harm. Refer to the List of Character for a fuller
list of shortcomings.
Here are some helpful hints:
Before doing any of the worksheets, read the instructions for all of them. This will
help you differentiate the topics and help you focus each worksheet.
We are all different. You might fill up a worksheet and need several extra sheets or
you might not. Just be thorough.
It is easy to get mired in the discomfort of working the first parts of Step 4. Some find
it easier, more balanced, and more efficient to complete a row or two of virtues after
every 30 minutes or so of working on the other worksheets.
The goal of Step 4 is a new freedom. It is not to punish yourself, nor to create an
unbalanced and overly negative picture of yourself. For many of us, this tendency to
focus on the negative and use self-criticism as a form of self-harm has been with us
for decades. The goals of this Step are much healthier, kinder, and useful.
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REVIEW OF FEAR - SHAME - GUILT
HOW TO COMPLETE THIS WORKSHEET
COLUMN 1 - Here we list the people, institutions, or principles that we fear or cause us
to feel shame or guilt. Do nothing with Column 2, 3, or 4 until Column 1 is complete.
COLUMN 2 - We describe what we fear or that which causes us to feel shame or guilt in
sufficient detail. Do not describe sexual acts in detail. Do nothing with Column 3 or 4
until Column 2 is complete.
COLUMN 3 - Here we identify that part of our character that supports the fear or is the
source of our shame or guilt. What dimension of our personality is involved? Finish
Column 3 before moving on to Column 4.
COLUMN 4 - Here we unmask the character defect that allows us to live in fear or to live
with shame or guilt. We do not make excuses. To clean our spiritual house we must first
see ourselves exactly as we are.
Reading left to right we now see those things we fear, or that cause us to feel shame or
guilt (Column 1), why they affect us as they do. (Column 2) the part of us that is the
source of our fear, shame or guilt (Column 3), and the exact nature of our character
defects that insists we live in fear or with shame or guilt. Refer to the List of Character
Defects in Track 3 for a fuller list of shortcomings.
Here are some helpful hints:
Before doing any of the worksheets, read the instructions for all of them. This will
help you differentiate the topics and help you focus each worksheet.
We are all different. You might fill up a worksheet and need several extra sheets or
you might not. Just be thorough.
It is easy to get mired in the discomfort of working the first parts of Step 4. Some find
it easier, more balanced, and more efficient to complete a row or two of virtues after
every 30 minutes or so of working on the other worksheets.
The goal of Step 4 is a new freedom. It is not to punish yourself nor to create an
unbalanced and overly negative picture of yourself. For many of us, this tendency to
focus on the negative and use self-criticism as a form of self-harm has been with us for
decades. The goals of this Step are much healthier, kinder, and useful.
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REVIEW OF SEXUAL HURTS
HOW TO COMPLETE THIS WORKSHEET
This worksheet covers SEXUAL hurts we suffered as well as SEXUAL hurts we inflicted
on others. Listing them together allows us to see correlations between what happened to
us and what we subsequently do to others. We urge those who have suffered sexual abuse
to seek therapy before working this Step. Experienced clients might even return to
therapy while working Step 4.
COLUMN 1 - We begin by listing those people who sexually harmed us. Use initials
only. After we have identified them (if any) we name those people we harmed sexually.
Do not use complete names nor should you provide details like dates and locations. If we
acted out with a general group of people, list them as a group i.e., Prostitutes. Ignore
Columns 2, 3, or 4 until Column 1 is complete.
COLUMN 2 - We describe in general terms what happened to us. Then we describe what
we did to others. Do not describe sexual acts in detail. Do nothing with Column 3 or 4
until Column 2 is complete.
COLUMN 3 - We begin with sexual harms done to us. We put out of our minds the
wrongs done to us. We resolutely look for our own mistakes. Although the situation may
not have been our fault, we try to disregard entirely the role the other person played.
Where were we to blame? The inventory is ours, not the other person s. When we look at
harm we have done to others, we ask what part of our character failed us. What
dimension of our personality was defective? Finish Column 3 before moving on to
Column 4.
COLUMN 4 - Here we stop making excuses. We have kept these shameful memories
alive for a reason: To give us a reason to act out. We own what happened to us and
what we did. To clean our spiritual house we must first see ourselves exactly as we are.
We must fearlessly identify our character defects.
Reading left to right we now see the people who harmed us or whom we have harmed
(Column 1); the role we played as victim or abuser (Column 2); the part of us that failed
us (Column 3); and the exact nature of our character defects that keeps the shame alive or
that lead to us doing harm (Column 4). Refer to the List of Character Defects in for a
fuller list of shortcomings.
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List of Step 4 Positive Character Attributes
Accountable DH
Adaptable HKCP
Adventurous KCH
Alert DHP
Appropriate HKCPL
Assertive D
Astute DP
Attentive DPKL
Authentic HLKCP
Aware DP
Brave DHLK
Calm HKP
Candid DHLK
Capable DH
Certain DH
Charismatic DHLKP
Clear DH
Collaborative DHKP
Committed DLP
Communicator DH
Compassion DHLKCTP
Comradeship HLKCP
Confident DHCTP
Connected HLKCTP
Conscious DHKLP
Considerate DHKLCTP
Consistent DHP
Contributes DHLKCP
Cooperative HLKP
Courageous DHLKCTP
Creative DP
Curious PTH
Dedicated DPL

DILIGENCE - D

Determined DP
Diplomatic HKCPL
Disciplined DPL
Dynamic KCP
Easygoing HKCP
Effective HPKC
Efficient HPKC
Empathetic HKCLP
Empowers HKCPL
Enthusiastic HPKL
Ethical DHPCKL
Excited HPKC
Expressive HPC
Facilitates HPCKL
Fairness HPCKL
Faithful HPKCPL
Fearless HPCPL
Flexible HP
Friendly HPCKL
Generosity HCKL
Gratitude HPCKL
Happy HCKPL
Hard Working DP
Honest HPDL
Honorable HPDL
Humorous HKC
Imaginative HPC
Independent HPKT
Innovative HPT
Inquiring HPKC
Integrity HTP
Intelligent HTP
Intentional HDP

HUMILITY H

LOVE / CHASTITY - L

Interested HKC
Intimate HKCTPL
Joyful HKCTL
Knowledgeable HTP
Leader HPKCT
Listener HPCKL
Lively KCT
Logical HTP
Loving HCKPTL
Loyal HDCL
Nurturing KCTPL
Open-Minded HTPCL
Optimism HCKTP
Organized DHTP
Patient
Peaceful HTPKCL
Planner HTP
Playful HCKL
Poised HTPK
Polite HCKPTL
Powerful DHTP
Practical DHTPL
Proactive DTP
Problem-Solver DHTP
Productive DTPL
Punctual DTPKL
Reliable DTPKL
Resourceful DHTP
Responsible DHTPL
Self-confident DHTPL
Self-generating DHTPL
Self-reliant DHTPCL
Sense of Humor HCKL

KINDNESS

K

CHARITY / GENEROSITY
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Sensual HCKLTP
Serves Others DHCK
Sincere HCKLT
Skillful DHTP
Spiritual DHCKLTP
Spontaneous CKL
Stable DHTP
Strong DHCKTLP
Successful DTP
Supportive DHCKL
Tactful HCKLTP
Trusting HCKLP
Trustworthy HCKLTP
Truthful DHCKLTP
Versatile DHKTP
Vibrant HCKL
Warm HCKLTP
Willing HCKTLP
Wise DHCKLTP
Zealous CKTL

TEMPERANCE - T
C

PATIENCE - P
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REVIEW OF VIRTUES / POSITIVE ATTRIBUTES
HOW TO COMPLETE THIS WORKSHEET
This worksheet deals with our virtues and positive attributes. The end point of the moral
inventory is to see ourselves for what we are - imperfect human beings capable of acts of
great charity and kindness as well as acts that harm unjustly. Be thorough with your
virtues too. You will need to draw on examples from your life when you acted with
virtue. This list may become a treasured guidebook for you in the future.
COLUMN 1 - We list the person or people we helped. We include ourselves if we
practiced self-care. If we helped a group of people, identify them as a group. If we helped
at a soup kitchen, write Soup Kitchen. Ignore Column 2, 3, or 4 until Column 1 is
complete.
COLUMN 2 - We describe what we did. Include details. Be specific. Do nothing with
Column 3 or 4 until Column 2 is complete.
COLUMN 3 - Here we examine how our actions benefitted us. What dimension of our
personality improved? Finish Column 3 before moving on to Column 4.
COLUMN 4 - We own that we did something good, and why we did it. To practice
humility, we work to see ourselves exactly as we are and acknowledge the good we have
done.
Reading left to right we now see the people we have helped (Column 1), how we helped
(Column 2) the benefit we received (Column 3), and the exact nature of our virtues or
positive character attributes.
In our experience, coming up with a list of ten virtues is harder for us addicts than writing
a similar list of character defects. Decades of self-loathing have made it almost
impossible to be fair to ourselves when we first start this worksheet. Do not be depressed
if after working for an hour, your list is short. Keep writing. Be fair to yourself. Do not
stop until your facilitator says that you are done.
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HOW TO COMPLETE THIS WORKSHEET

REVIEW OF MY VIRTUES / POSITIVE ATTRIBUTES

COLUMN 1 - We list the person or people we helped. We include ourselves if we practiced self-care. If we helped a group of people, identify them as a group. If we helped at a soup kitchen, write Soup Kitchen. Ignore
Column 2, 3, or 4 until Column 1 is complete.
COLUMN 2 - We describe what we did. Include details. Be specific. Do nothing with Column 3 or 4 until Column 2 is complete.
COLUMN 3 - Here we examine how our actions benefitted us. What dimension of our personality improved? Finish Column 3 before moving on to Column 4.
COLUMN 4 - We own that we did something good, and why we did it. To practice humility, we work to see ourselves exactly as we are and acknowledge the good we've done.

Who was helped by my conduct?

Whom did I help?

COLUMN 1

What did I do - or avoided doing - that helped?

What did I do?

COLUMN 2

How was I positively impacted?

COLUMN 3

What is the exact nature of my
virtue or positive character
attribute?

COLUMN 4

Practicing Empathy

Reading left to right we now see the people we have helped (Column 1), how we helped (Column 2) the benefit we received (Column 3) and the exact nature of our virtues or positive character attributes. Refer to the List
of Character Attributes in Track 3.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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Self-Esteem / Worthiness

Willing To Be Vulnerable

Sense Of Belonging /
Connectedness

Emotional Honesty / True
Intimacy

Emotional or Psychological
Self-Care

Physical Self-Care

Spiritual Self-Care

Diligence

Humility

Love / Chastity

Kindness

Charity / Generosity

Temperance

Patience

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Whom did I help?

COLUMN 1

What did I do - or avoided doing - that helped?

What did I do?

COLUMN 2

How was I positively impacted?

COLUMN 3

What is the exact nature of my
virtue or positive character
attribute?

COLUMN 4

Practicing Empathy
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Who was helped by my conduct?
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Self-Esteem / Worthiness
Willing To Be Vulnerable

Sense Of Belonging /
Connectedness

Emotional Honesty / True
Intimacy

Emotional or Psychological
Self-Care

Physical Self-Care

Spiritual Self-Care

Diligence

Humility

Love / Chastity

Kindness

Charity / Generosity

Temperance

Patience

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

Whom did I help?

COLUMN 1

What did I do - or avoided doing - that helped?

What did I do?

COLUMN 2

How was I positively impacted?

COLUMN 3

What is the exact nature of my
virtue or positive character
attribute?

COLUMN 4

Practicing Empathy

Triangle Area SAA
Recovery Manual Steps 1 - 9
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Who was helped by my conduct?
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Self-Esteem / Worthiness
Willing To Be Vulnerable

Sense Of Belonging /
Connectedness

Emotional Honesty / True
Intimacy

Emotional or Psychological
Self-Care

Physical Self-Care

Spiritual Self-Care

Diligence

Humility

Love / Chastity

Kindness

Charity / Generosity

Temperance

Patience

EXAMPLE

VIRTUES

Triangle Area SAA
Recovery Manual Steps 1 - 9
Track 3
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STEP 5
One of the great social diseases we communicate to one another is found when we
huddle beneath the pale light of an insufficient answer to a question we are afraid
to ask.
Thomas Merton, Monk
No Man is an Island
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Introduction to Step 5
When we huddle beneath the pale light of an insufficient answer to a question we are
afraid to ask, argues Thomas Merton, we accept a self-limited life of cowardice and
shadows. When we tell ourselves and others that semi-darkness is the best we can do
because better illumination means handling sharp-edged questions that might cut, we
compound the cowardice and deepen the darkness.
Step 4 asked us to be Courageous. Step 5 calls us to Integrity.
Before God and another human being, we ask the questions that frighten us in hopes of
finding answers that might free us.
We admit our part in the sorrows of our lives.
We consider the many times we wasted our lives bouncing from the Victim, to the
Persecutor and to Rescuer. Rinse. Repeat.
We enumerate our character flaws, and name them out loud.
But that is not all we do. In Step 5, we also list and speak about our virtues, the times
when we demonstrated the best in ourselves. We admit the good in us and put the lie to
the addict s insistence that we are irredeemabl bad.
Rigorous honesty casts a strong light, and beneath it we finally begin to see ourselves for
what we are: imperfect human beings struggling to be angels but acting like beasts.
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What Is Step 5?
Write Step 5 from memory:
________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
If you have not committed it to memory, stop now. Memorize it.
It makes no sense for you to try to work a Step if you do not know what it says.
This is no time for half-measures.
Remember what is at stake.
Find someone in the class to help you memorize it. This should take all of five (5)
minutes.
Write Step 5 from memory
________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
Continue when you have it memorized.
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What Is Step 5 Asking?
To be effective, this manual must be used in combination with dedicated reading of
recovery literature. If you have not already done so, take a moment to read Step 5 in the
SAA Green Book, the AA Big Book, and the Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions of AA
(usually referred to as the Twelve and Twelve) several times beforehand.
Write Step 5:
________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
Draw a circle around the words you think are the most important in Step 5. Be prepared
to discuss why you select them. What in this Step will you find the most difficult or
challenging? Why? Discuss this with someone in the class.
________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
Keeping the words you circled in mind, what is the Step asking you to do? Please write
this out.
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
Discuss this with your facilitator.
Recall earlier when we learned the first program consisted of only 6 Steps.
http://hindsfoot.org/steps6.html
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Complete deflation.
Dependence and guidance from a Higher Power.
Moral inventory.
Confession.
Restitution.
Continued work with other alcoholics.

Our modern Step 5 stands alone now as it did at the beginning when it was known as Step
4. Confession is critical to our recovery. The questions is why.
Knowing why you need to confess is essential if your Step 5 is to have meaning. Discuss
the benefits of confessing with your sponsor and in the class. How does it tie into the
Addiction Shame Cycle? Search for articles on the Internet. Grow.
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What Does A Good Step 5 Look Like?
Step 5 is more than just reading Step 4. Yes, you will read it but there is more going on.
Step 5 asks us to admit the nature of our wrongs which is not the same as admitting our
wrongs.
We understand the nature of our wrongs when we look at what we did and identify the
patterns and underl ing causes of our behavior. We did X because at heart we are or
we believe Y.
The point of admitting Y is to see ourselves as we truly are. This is necessary if we are to
decide to behave differently, to believe differently - in short, to live differently.
Confessions occur in private, between at least two people who are centered in the
moment, focused on a shared goal, inwardly calm and completely trusting of one another.
To insure the unburdening of past shame, guilt, fear and resentments, the sponsee must
feel safe and unconditionally accepted.
Step 5 principles are:
Integrity
Courage
Self-honesty
Commitment
Trust
How do you define these principles? How can you use these principles to work Step 5?
What can you begin to do now to invoke these principles in your life?
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Working Step 5
An excellent way to focus the mind on this task is to read the SAA Green Book and AA
Twelve and Twelve s discussion of Step 5 a few times and discuss it with others.
All reading will lead to an inescapable conclusion: There is only one way to work Step 5
and that is to do exactly what it says.
We need to admit to God, to ourselves and to another human being the exact nature of
our wrongs.
Note the strong emphasis on the nature of our wrongs. Step 5 does not ask us to recite
our wrongs in some humiliating ceremony to shame us into better behavior.
Step 5 asks us to examine what we have done, to evaluate ourselves in light of what our
moral inventory reveals and to admit it to another human being.
It bears repeating that this is not What are m wrongs, but What are m defects of
character, and what do the sa about me?
Step 5 also asks us to describe events in our lives where we displayed positive attributes,
to chronicle times when we rose to the occasion and acted selflessly. This part of Steps 4
and 5 is absolutely central if the moral inventory is to be fair and balanced.
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A.A. 5th Step Prayer
Higher Power,
My inventory has shown me who I am,
Yet I ask for Your help
In admitting my wrongs to another person and to You.
Assure me, and be with me, in this Step,
For without this Step I cannot progress in my recovery.
With Your help, I can do this, and I do it.

Closing
At the end of this process we will better understand the major events in our psychological
life and to own our part in those events. For many of us it is when we work Steps 4 and 5
that previously separate events crystallize into patterns. As we own our part in those
painful repeating patterns, as well as those times when we were courageous, patient and
kind, we begin to understand ourselves.
Neither all good nor all bad, we begin to accept ourselves as both the best and the
beast, beings in need of Grace to reconcile the tension
Prayerful reflection of that new self-understanding leads to compassion. Compassion
leads to forgiveness of ourselves and of others.
Forgiving ourselves and others is the pathway to healing and recovery.
We are ready for Step 6.
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